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Corsica Sole has inaugurated a solar power plant on one of
Arkema’s Seveso sites in Saint-Auban
This solar power plant is one of the first ones in France to be integrated into the very heart of a
Seveso-classified industrial site.
Saint-Auban, July 3 – Michael COUDYSER, CEO of Corsica Sole, an innovator in photovoltaics, and Pascal MILLET,
Director of the Arkema plant in Saint-Auban, has inaugurated a solar power plant within this plant, in the
presence of René MASSETTE, President of the Departmental Council of Alpes-de-Haute-Provence.
Giving degraded land a second life
With a power of 10 MWp, its annual production will be equal to 19 GWh. It covers 10 of the 51 hectares of the
plant, itself specialized in the production of solvents for the manufacture of fluoropolymers. The Saint-Auban
site has the special feature of being fully located within the perimeter of an operating Seveso-classified
industrial site.
Much of the industrial brownfield land at the plant has been repurposed in this way, solar power offering it a
second, more environmentally friendly, life. This contaminated land formerly served as the location of solvent
production workshops.
Seveso sites, a source of land for solar power
The energy produced is used for local consumption to power the operation of the Arkema plant. This
environmentally fragile industrial site thus becomes a driver of clean solutions, producing and consuming green
energy.
More generally speaking, this innovative project shows that the operation of Seveso sites offers promising
solutions for dealing with the lack of land in France available for the installation of photovoltaic units.
A strategy based on innovation and sustainable development
“This plant,” explains Michael COUDYSER, “is proof of Corsica Sole’s capacity to provide new responses to
complex problems. Innovation is in our DNA. We have already shown this with the opening of the first plant with
energy storage in 2015 in Corsica and construction of the first solar parasol in the world by our subsidiary,
Driv’Eco, in 2016.”
For Chantal DEGRENDELE, Environmental Director of Arkema, “this project is part of the sustainable
development and energy transition policy of Arkema. It’s why we supported the Corsica Sole project and
participated actively in its implementation. We are also in charge of maintenance for Corsica Sole. We would like
to build on this experience to implement renewable energy solutions on other sites of the Group.”
Winner of the 2016 call for tenders of the Commission de régulation de l'énergie (the French energy regulation
commission), the Saint-Auban plant represents an investment of 13 million euros with a 20-year fixed–rate
power purchase agreement.
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About Corsica Sole. Corsica Sole is a major player in the photovoltaic energy market in France. Created ten years ago, it produces solar energy
and implements solutions for the storage and remote management of plants. Corsica Sole has sites in Corsica, where it is the top independent
producer, as well as in mainland and overseas France. Rapidly growing, the company operates some twenty plants, with another twenty
under construction, for a total power of nearly 100 MWp
About Arkema. Designer of innovative materials and solutions, Arkema models materials to create new uses and boost the performance of
its customers. With three main areas of activity - high-performance materials, industrial specialties and coating solutions - and
internationally recognized brands, the Group recorded sales of 8.8 billion euros in 2018. Driven by the collective energy of its 20,000-strong
team of employees, Arkema has a presence in nearly 55 countries. The Group fosters a participatory approach with stakeholders and
innovation in bio-sourced products, new energies, water management, electronic solutions, lighter products and material design,
performance, and home isolation. It has research centers in France, North America and Asia. www.arkema.com

